
 
 
 

Forest of Birse Commonty 
 
 

" THE FREE FOREST " 
 
 
 

The following pages contain two articles about the history of the Forest of Birse 

Commonty: The Free Forest and the Free Forest (Part 2). 

 

The articles were originally published in History in Birse Volume 3 (1983) and 

Volume 4 (1985). Four volumes of History in Birse were written and published by 

Robin Callander in the early 1980s. They were subsequently re-published in a 

single volume by Birse Community Trust (BCT) in 2000. 

 

The first article covers from the 10th century to a Decreet Arbitral in 1755. That 

legal settlement between the Earl of Aboyne and the other heritors of Birse parish 

has been a central document in the history of rights over the Forest of Birse 

Commonty. The second article covers the period from 1755 to the mid 1980s. 

 

A small number of additional historical documents have come to light since the 

articles were written (for example the Summons in 1733 that lead to the Decreet 

Arbitral). However, these documents have matched the account in the articles, 

which are considered still to be an accurate description of the history of the Forest 

of Birse Commonty up to the mid 1980s.1 

 

__________ 

 
 
 
 
 

 
1  The Free Forest (Part 2) was, however, incorrect when it described the Commonty of Lendrum as having been divided in 

1868. The information had come from an authoritative academic source, but subsequently proved to be wrong as explained 

in 'Slewdrum Forest: A Legal History' (2005) on BCT's website. 



THE FREE FOREST 

 
Feudalism first reached Birse in the tenth century and was a new system for governing the use and transfer of 

property. A thousand years later, landownership in Scotland is still classified by the Law as 'feudal'. During 

this long period, the particular set of feudal rules governing the Forest of Birse has been quite distinct from 

those affecting the land in the rest of the parish. The Forest of Birse has never become 'private property' as 

such. For centuries this had led to disputes, both physical and legal, over the use of the Forest. This situation 

continues today and is, for example, illustrated by the most recent legal title to the Forest, when Viscount 

Cowdray sold his lands in Birse to his son the Hon. Charles Pearson in 1978. The Forest is specifically 

distinguished as the 'Forest of Birse Commonty' and as being subject to the rights of others that this entails. 

This article sketches the unusual history of the Forest up to 1755, when a dispute over encroachment led to a 

major court case and a clear statement of the position.  

 

In the tenth century, the lands of Birse were one of the many areas in Scotland still retained directly by the 

Crown. All of Birse was a royal 'demesne' as the land was neither let or 'alienated' in any way. This meant that 

any revenue from the lands went direct to the king. Birse was also used by some Scottish kings for hunting. 

King Kenneth 11, for example, came to hunt in Birse in 995 AD, after he had quelled an insurrection in the 

Mearns, and in c.1005 AD, King Kenneth III built two deer traps in the parish.  

 

In the twelfth century, the hunting lands of the Scottish kings were organised into a system of reserves. This 

was principally done by King David (1130-53) and aimed to conserve these areas from the growing pressures 

of other land uses. The Church in particular was trying to expand its economic activities over the relatively 

untapped resources of these reserved areas. In the new system, the reserves were designated as Royal Forests 

and all land uses, principally hunting, grazing and wood extraction, were strictly controlled.  

 

Birse was one of these reserves, but was unusual in that it was one of the two earliest examples where a forest 

was given away by the Crown. In 1157, the Scottish Crown made a limited grant to the Bishops of Aberdeen 

of "the Church of Brass with its pertinents". In 1170 however, King William the Lyon granted to Matthew, 

Bishop of Aberdeen, "in increment of his possessions": "All my lands of Bras (listing seventeen towns)...and 

my forest of Brass". The importance of this charter is reflected in the witnesses to its signature. They included 

the King's brother, five Bishops, five Abbots and five Earls. This 1170 charter is the first record of the Forest 

of Birse as a specific area distinct from the rest of Birse. The Forest was the extensive upland and uninhabited 

district that covered the relatively remote south-west corner of the parish. In this context, the designation 

'forest' is strictly concerned with hunting and is not directly related to tree cover, which was a later use of the 

word. Thus, the title 'Forest of Birse' does not derive from the fact that it actually was a wooded forest in the 

twelfth century.  

 

The inclusion of a 'forest' in Birse meant that the Bishops were responsible for enforcing the system of forest 

laws there on behalf of the king. This was a prestigious role that allowed the Bishops to administer the Forest 

in their own interests, while at the same time receiving the revenue of the other lands in Birse. In September 

1242, the 1170 deed was taken further by Alexander II, King William's son. He granted to Ralph, Bishop of 

Aberdeen, "and his successors, all the lands of Birse in perpetual Free Forest". This increased the Bishops' 

rights in the parish. Previously the Bishops' had held the right to control hunting, but the new grant gave them 

the right to actually hunt. The Free Forest also covered the whole parish and brought restrictions and 

hardships to the tenants who had lived outside the original Royal Forest. The grant allowed the Bishops' to 

place extra controls and to charge more tolls on the tenants activities. The placing of the whole parish under 

this single jurisdiction did, however, establish the lasting relationship between the Forest of Birse and the rest 

of the lands in Birse.  

 

The Free Forest grant meant that no-one could hunt or kill or cut wood in the Forest without the Bishops' 

license and under threat of a standard £10 fine. The Crown however, retained rights in the Forest despite the 

grant. Thus a king might still come to the Forest of Birse for hunting, as did Alexander III (1249- 86), or the 
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revenue of Birse might go to the Crown, as in 1441 when the See was vacant. These were though isolated 

instances that did not intrude on the Bishops' administration.  

The Bishops, however, do not seem to have been very successful in their control of the Forest of Birse. 

Throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Forest of Birse had such a "wild and unruly image" that 

it has become the classic Scottish example of how these forest areas could harbour thieves and caterans. In the 

fourteenth century Grants and Mclntoshes were held chiefly responsible. They used to plunder the 

surrounding countryside before retiring to the shelter of the Forest of Birse, where apparently, "many a deadly 

conflict took place between the caterans and the raided tenants". In 1381, when the caterans were led by 

Ferchard M'yntoschy, the situation became so severe that the Bishop went to Methven, near Perth, to appeal 

in person to King Robert II for help. The Bishop complained that Ferchard M'yntoschy and his adherents 

brought great loss upon the Church lands and inhabitants of Birse, daily afflicting them with such threats and 

terrors that they could not and dared not remain in the dwellings and cultivate their land. The King, through 

his son Alexander (the 'Wolf of Badenoch'), threatened Ferchard M'yntoschy with the "loss of life and limb 

and all that he could lose to King and Council", and this seems to have solved that particular problem.  

 

However, the raiding, as well as illegal use of the Forest, still continued. To solve this, the Bishops adopted a 

similar approach as the Crown used in its own forests. The Bishops appointed a powerful Baron as hereditary 

Baillie of Birse to safeguard their interests, but the new solution brought fresh problems. In 1489, William 

Elphinstone, Bishop of Aberdeen, took Sir David de Lindsay of Beaufort, the hereditary Baillie of Birse, to 

court. The Bishop accused the Baillie of illegally taking twenty three oxen, eleven cows and three years rent 

from the tenants, as well as causing damages worth 100 merks. The Bishop also pleaded that the hereditary 

office should be abolished as it had become against the best interests of the Church. Sir David Lindsay claimed 

that he had taken the goods in his capacity as Baillie and as the yearly pension due to him from the Bishop. The 

Court upheld the Bishop's claims, although they concluded the Baillie had committed no theft as he had done it 

"be a colourit richt". The Court ordered Sir David Lindsay to return the goods to the Bishop and to give up his 

office of Baillie.  

 

That same year, 1489, the Bishop of Aberdeen received an important new grant from the Crown for the Church 

lands in Birse. The title now became in "Free Regality" with "Free Forest and Warren (lesser game) as 

pertinents". This greatly increased the Bishops' local authority by conveying certain royal rights to them. The 

principal of these was to hold courts in the parish and try the four capital pleas of the Crown. These courts were 

organised by the local baillies the Bishops now appointed and were held at the place which subsequently 

became known as 'Gallowhill'. At this time Bishop Elphinstone chose to reserve only that part of the parish 

which coincided with the original royal forest as a strict forest and this was the Forest of Birse. This step was 

similar to moves made in some other Scottish forests and was designed to make the baillies more effective by 

reducing the area that needed to be carefully supervised. The centre of the Bishops' administration in the parish 

was at Marywell and Midstrath, as the location of the Gallowhill suggests. In 1535, a third wood cutting offence 

was liable to the death penalty.  

 

The Forest of Birse was heavily used in common by the whole population of Birse. The tenants and their 

subtenants all depended on the resources that the Forest offered. Timber for all their own building, implement 

and utensil needs came from the Forest, which by the sixteenth century was unusual for still having some trees. 

They obtained peat and divots for their fuel in the Forest and sent their livestock there for summer grazing. Each 

of the seventeen towns of Birse had a traditional and named shieling site in the Forest which would be settled for 

nearly half the year. Apart from these major uses, the Forest offered a wide range of other resources ranging 

from thatching materials to bog fir candles. These all gave the Forest a central position in the life of the parish 

and a critical role in the whole local economy.  

 

In the sixteenth century, the Church started to feu out land in Birse to other owners. The rights to use the Forest 

were passed in the title deeds for each property, as were the regulations governing that use in common. The new 

owners also had to pay a set tax (4/8:per town during the late 16th century) to the Bishops' foresters/baillies for 

their management of the Forest. The breakdown of the Church's lands in Birse started before the Reformation of 

1560 and was mainly the responsibility of Bishop William Gordon. He was a conspicuous example of the type 
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of prelate who brought the .Roman Catholic Church into disrepute. The historian Spottiswood stated that 

William Gordon "dilapidated the whole. rents by feuing the lands, and converting the victual duties into money, 

a greater part whereof he wasted upon his base children, and the whores, their mothers".  

 

William Gordon became Bishop of Aberdeen in 1546 through the influence of his father, the 3rd Earl of Huntly. 

In 1549, the Bishop's first charter, granting several towns in Birse, was to his own brother, Alexander Gordon 

of Strathaven. At one of the towns, Midstrath, the previous tenants had to be forcibly evicted by the Bishop's 

baillie on Alexander Gordon's behalf. Alexander founded the line of Gordons of Cluny which continued to 

acquire more lands in Birse even after Bishop William's death in 1577. Bishop William and his successors gave 

numerous charters for the lands in Birse to several different families. Initially the grants were not hereditary, 

but after c.1558 they were given as deeds of perpetual feu ferme. This meant the properties became heritable 

and the new owners heritors of the parish. The grants also meant that the rights to use the Forest of Birse 

passed with the properties to each subsequent owner.  

 

In 1620, the Church disposed of its last properties and rights in Birse. Bishop Patrick gave a charter to Sir 

Alexander Gordon, the 5th of Cluny, that conveyed "The Tenandry of Bras". The Gordons were based at 

Birsemore and this charter consolidated their hold on the lands of Birse, giving them 18 out of the by then 24 

towns in Birse. The hereditary 'sasine' also confirmed the transfer of the Bishops' rights and responsibilities for 

the Forest of Birse to the Gordons. Sir William Gordon had first feued the Forest in 1585 and Sir Alexander 

started to enclose part of this ancestral common. In 1610, he built a castle in the Forest and started moving 

tenants on to the area known as Haughspittal and Cranna. This was the first attempt to colonise the Forest and 

set up permanent settlement since the Bronze Age (c.1200 BC). The name of only one tenant has survived, 

John Dinnie who is listed there in 1618.  

 

The small heritors of the other six towns not owned by Gordon of Cluny resented this encroachment in the 

Forest, but could not do much about it initially. Gordon of Cluny dominated the parish and it is recorded that 

he succeeded in establishing the settlement "by force and violence". By 1640 however, the 6th Gordon of Cluny 

had fallen into financial difficulties and the six heritors took their opportunity to vindicate their rights in the 

Forest. They burnt the castle down, evicted the tenants and returned the land to common. 

 

 

The ruin of the 1610 Forest of Birse Castle (c.1890) 
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The bankruptcy of Gordon of Cluny resulted in a sudden increase in the number of heritors in Birse as his lands 

were sold off. From seven in 1640, the number rose to 21 in 25 years and they all continued to successfully 

share the use of the Forest in common. Birsemore was still held by descendants of the lairds of Cluny but they 

were no longer the main line. These Gordons had lost the jurisdiction over the Forest, that the Gordons of 

Cluny had received as successors in Birse to the Bishops of Aberdeen, although this important title did pass to 

a kinsman of theirs. In 1636 the 6th Gordon of Cluny had been obliged to sell the Forest title because of his 

debts. The title was bought by Sir William Douglas of Glenbervie, during whose time the old Gordon castle 

had been burnt down. In 1666, Sir William sold the title to the Gordons of Birsemore's kinsman, the 1st Earl of 

Aboyne. This earldom had been created in 1660 for the fourth son of the second Marquis of Huntly and the 

Marquess' Deeside properties were separated off for the new earldom. In 1676, Charles 11 gave a charter to the 

1st Earl setting out these lands. Amongst them are "the Forest of Birs with the corries, the streams, the burn s , 

the glens and the. shielings of the same" together with "the office and jurisdiction of forestry" within the Forest 

of Birse. The 1st Earl died in 1685 and was succeeded by his son, the 2nd Earl, who died in 1702. The third Earl 

died in 1732.  

 

The Earls' title to the Forest made them a heritor of Birse, but for their first fifty years as a landowner in the 

parish they held a curious position. Their nobility and extensive lands in Deeside made them the most powerful 

heritor in Birse yet they had no tenants in the parish. Apart from the fact that they were the only heritor not 

living in the parish at that time, their only holding was the uninhabited Forest, which continued to be used 

heavily by the tenants of all the other heritors. The late 17th and early 18th centuries were lean years in Scotland 

as a whole and the ever valuable resources of the Forest must have been even more vital than usual. The 

continuing poverty from these years is specifically mentioned for the inhabitants of Birse in a 1716 report on 

Aberdeenshire.  

 

During the 1700s the Earl of Aboyne greatly increased their lands in Birse. By the end of the century they 

owned all of Six Towns, Balfour and most of Kinminity. They also, like their predecessors the Gordons of 

Cluny, tried to settle the Forest. In 1724, by which time the 3rd Earl only had the Kirktown outside the Forest, 

he established tenants on Haughspittal and Cranna. This was the same area as the encroachment 100 years 

before and one of the tenants chose to use the old ruined castle as a sheep cott. The other heritors again 

resented the encroachment, not least because it occupied the best summer grazings. However, as in the 

seventeenth century, a number of years passed before any decisive action was taken.  

 

In 1755, the fourth Earl of Aboyne was taken to the Court of Session in Edinburgh by the other ten heritors in 

Birse. The Court was to provide an arbitration on "several differences and disputes betwixt the Earl and the 

other parties" over "their several rights and interests in the·Forest of Birse... particularly with respect to the 

several incroachments ... therin by the said Earl". Encroachments by the Laird of Finzean were also in question 

as he had put tenants up to Achabrack, the ancient shieling of Easter Clune, to strengthen his position against 

the Earl.  

 

The Court reached a compromise decision. They upheld all the common rights in the Forest, but also allowed 

the continuation of the two existing settlements at the Castle and Achabrack. These two areas were to be the 

exclusive property of the two heritors. The boundaries however were strictly defined and the respective heritors 

had to remove any tenants from the Forest outside these lines and "to demolish the houses and steadings". 

Easter Floors was a farm that suffered this fate. The only exception was the Mill of Cranna, which it was 

considered impractical to re-locate. Natural features were the principal boundaries for Achabrack, but the 

Spittal marches were determined in large part by the surviving traces of the old enclosing dyke from the 

original encroachment by Gordon of Cluny.  

 

With the exception of Achabrack and the Castle area "the whole grounds of the said Forest to remain a 

commonty...  to be enjoyed and possessed accordingly in all time coming for shealing and for the pasturage of 

cattle· and for fewal, turf, heather, faill and divot, to the said heritors tenants and inhabitants... and with power 

to the said heritors and their tenants in case any woods shall happen hereafter at any time to grow upon the said 

Forest to cut and use the same".  
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The 1755 'Decreet Arbitral' from the senior Scottish court also included details of the regulation and use of the 

Forest of Birse Commonty between the heritors. The decisions settled the immediate disputes, but the peace 

did not hold long. By the beginning of the 19th century a new series of long court cases had started to once 

again try and settle who had what rights in the Forest of Birse.  

 

 

 
 

The castle built for Robert Heaven that replaced the original 1610 structure (c.1920s) 
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The Free Forest (Part 2) 
 

 

The 4th Earl of Aboyne's policy of settling tenants on the shieling lands of Haughspital and Cranna, at the head of 

the Forest of Birse, resulted in him being taken to court by the other heritors in the parish. They sought to protect 

their common rights over the Forest and, in 1755, the Court of Session ruled in their favour that the Forest of Birse 

was to remain a commonty, to be enjoyed and possessed accordingly in all time coming by the whole heritors, 

tenants and inhabitants of Birse.  

 

The Court, in settling the rights and interests of all the parties, also determined the marches of the Forest by 

walking around them with the heritors of Birse. The boundaries of the Forest of Birse Commonty are still exactly 

the same today and enclose an area of just over 9000 acres. This correlates very closely to the catchment of the 

upper Feugh valley, though excluding the farm of Achabrack and cultivated lands around Birse Castle. In the 

west, the Forest march is the boundary with Glen Tanar running south along the hills from the head of the Allt 

Dinnie burn to where the Fungle crosses into Glen Esk. The southern boundary is the watershed between the 

Feugh and the Aven, as far as the Glaspits burn. In the east, the boundary comes down this burn, crosses the 

Feugh and goes up the dyke on the east side of the Finlets Hill to the watershed with Glencat. The northern 

boundary then runs back along the hills 'as the wind and weather shears' to the Allt Dinnie again.  

 

The Court titled the Forest a commonty and it is still referred to as 'The Forest of Birse Commonty' in all legal 

titles, right to the present day, for example, in the 1978 deed transferring Viscount Cowdray's lands in Birse to his 

son, the Hon. Charles Pearson. However, the Forest as determined by the Court of Session in 1755 was not a 

commonty in the strict legal sense. This is because the ownership of the 'solum' was held to be the Earl of 

Aboyne's. The solum is a concept in Scots land law, signifying the land itself as distinct to the rights over it. In 

this case, even though the rights over the Forest were shared in common by every- one, the ownership of the 

solum by one party meant that these rights were rights of servitude rather than property. It is this important fact 

that ensured the Forest of Birse Commonty's survival as an area of common usage right up to the present day. A 

genuine commonty, which was the shared property of several landowners, would almost certainly have been 

shared out between them into separate areas of private property. This was a relatively simple legal process and 

tens of thousands of acres of commonties in Aberdeenshire were divided out between the lairds during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This was never possible for the Forest of Birse and the 1755 Court ruling 

expressly forbade it.  

 

The rights of servitude defined in the 1755 decision were of a very wide nature. For example, the heritors rights 

included 'all the superficial uses of the whole Forest' and were 'sufficient to exhaust all the spontaneous produce 

of the soil'. These rights included all the specific activities like grazing and shieling, but also an infinite range of 

other uses, the most valuable of which tended to be access to peat and turf for fuel and to a wide range of building 

materials. Although the Forest was treeless in 1755, the right to any self sown timber that grew up was one of the 

rights specifically defined. These rights of the heritors were held through them by their tenants and subtenants 

and, as the Minister reported in 1791, the Forest of Birse Commonty was held to 'belong to the parish'. Certainly 

at that time during the second half of the eighteenth century the Commonty was heavily used by the inhabitants of 
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Birse for all the valuable resources it offered. Birse still had a predominantly subsistence economy and the use of 

the Forest was vital to most families. Some uses had died out, like transhumance, which appears to have stopped 

in the seventeenth century, but the old shieling sites were still used when cattle and sheep were taken to the Forest 

for summer grazing. These flocks had increased at that time, stimulated by the growing cattle trade and the 

introduction of the blackface sheep locally. Peat cutting had also swelled greatly in response to the demand for 

local industrial uses, as well as for the expanding local population's domestic consumption.  

 

For the fifty years after the 1755 Court case, the shared use of the Forest of Birse by the population passed off 

without any major dispute. There were however important changes in the landownership of the parish outside the 

Forest. Between 1755 and 1805, the number of landowners fell from 11 to 4. Finzean Estate added Tillyfruskie, 

while the 4th Earl of Aboyne and then the 5th Earl from 1792, bought out five of the other small estates, giving the 

Earl control of all the Six Towns area, Balfour, Kinminity and Glencat, as well as their land in the Forest.  

 

By 1808, the Forest of Birse was back in the Courts and it was seldom out of them for the next ten years, the case 

eventually going to the House of Lords. The dispute was over sporting rights in the Forest and the legal 

proceedings were initiated by. the Earl of Aboyne. He sought an interdict against the other three heritors, 

Archibald Farquharson of Finzean, George Gerrard of Midstrath and Lewis Innes of Ballogie, to prevent them 

hunting and appointing gamekeepers in the Forest. The Earl's interest in game in the Forest was not new, the 4th 

Earl had, for example, limited the tenants muirburning in 1756 (History in Birse 1 p.43). The fact that it was more 

than half a century before there was a conflict of interest between the heritors, reflected the subsequent rise of 

sport as an important economic asset. Hunting had traditionally been the sport of lairds, but by the end of the 

eighteenth century, shooting was starting to be let by many local estates. For example, Ballogie was advertised in 

1797 in the newspapers with the mansion house as a lodge. The first taker was Sir Edward Bannerman of Elsick 

and he was succeeded in 1800 by Wm. Maule of Panmure. Later clients included General Maitland and Earl 

O'Neal of Ireland. In 1811, another Irish gentleman took the shooting. He went under the name of Mr. Brown 

locally and it was only when he died suddenly and was buried at Birse Kirk that it transpired he was Sir John 

Hatton, Baronet.  

 

The Earl's interdict to establish his exclusive right of hunting in the Forest was challenged by Archibald 

Farquharson. In May 1809, the first decision went against Finzean, by settling that hunting and fowling were a 

right of property and so could not be included amongst the servitudes shared by the other heritors, unless it had 

been specifically conveyed. Archibald Farquharson was back in Court in December 1809 and January 1810 to 

try and establish that the old titles to lands within Finzean Estate, like the Bishop's 1547 title to Sir Patrick 

Gordon for Balfiddy and the 1544 title to Alexander Martin for Tillygarmond, did indeed convey a servitude to 

game. In December 1811, Archibald Farquharson added the evidence of a number of the oldest inhabitants to 

support his case by establishing longstanding usage. The inhabitants he called were all from the Forest: Donald 

Cattanch (86), John Coutts (81), John Gruer (78) and James Middleton (76).  

 

The legal debate continued through 1812, with the Earl of Aboyne arguing that Finzean's titles did not provide 

him with a right to hunt. The original hunting grant, given in those days in terms of a right of forestry, had been 

in 1242 from Alexander 11 to the Bishops. This had passed to the Gordons of Cluny in 1585 and then to Sir 

William Douglas of Glenbervie in 1636, then coming from him to the 1st Earl of Aboyne in 1666, confirmed in 

the Royal Charter of 1676, when Charles 11 conveyed the office and jurisdiction in the Forest to the Earl. The 

crux for the other heritors became whether they could establish their own direct link with the Bishops of 

Aberdeen by a succession that did not involve the Gordons of Cluny. This resulted in a great raking in the old 

family charter chests of each estate. For example, Finzean placed its next hope in a 1587 charter from the Bishop 

of Aberdeen to Sir Robert Carnegie for Finzean, Auchinvale, Arntilly, Arntillyhard, Percie, Woodend, and 

others, arguing that the chief object of Sir Robert acquiring these lands could only have been for hunting the 

game on the adjacent moors. The Earl of Aboyne, however, showed how these lands had in fact come to the 

Gordons of Cluny after Sir Robert Carnegie and had then not been feued again until the seventeenth century. 

Finzean countered with a 1543 feu by the Bishops for Ennochie and Easter Clune and so the debate continued.  
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In 1813, the Earl of Aboyne also started legal proceedings against Lewis Innes of Ballogie to try and prevent 

him continuing to hunt in the Forest. Innes of Ballogie, however, enjoyed more success than Finzean and 

eventually established his valid title to hunt in the Forest. The key charter was one by Bishop William Gordon to 

Alexander Ross in Tilliesnaucht, dated 10th May 1556. Archibald Farquharson, despite being the oldest 

landowning family and largest landowner in the parish, was forced to take his case to the Lords. The hunting 

still continued while the decision was awaited, but in May 1816, the Earl of Aboyne sought an interdict to 

prevent this. The Earl argued that he "would have been inclined to indulge Mr Farquharson with a reasonable 

enjoyment of the pleasures of the field pending appeal, but he has gone out with his game-keepers and carried 

out such wanton havoc amongst the game that he threatens to destroy the game for years to come".  

 

In May 1817, Archibald Farquharson retaliated by taking out an interdict against the Earl of Aboyne using the 

commonty fishings on the Dee at Lendrum, the other end of the parish. Archibald Farquharson had caught John 

Thomson, formerly of Tillygarmond, and George Niven of Tillylair fishing there and these "two notorious 

poachers" claimed a lease from the Earl at half a guinea a year. The case mirrored the Forest of Birse exchanges. 

Aboyne argued an ancient right as a heritor of Birse and by long usage and that his tenants had used to cast peats 

on the adjacent commonty ground of Lendrum. Farquharson denied Aboyne ever fished there and retorted that 

his predecessors may occasionally have given permission for the Earls to enjoy a day with the rod as one would 

to any neighbouring gentleman, but that "in one morning Thomson and Niven, by the employment of what are 

termed 'the harrows', a mode of fishing perfectly legal, but exceedingly destructive, may do more destruction 

than all the proprietors in a week". He accused Aboyne of leasing the fishing to try and establish an exclusive 

right, while Aboyne said it was only to show who had given permission.  

 

Archibald Farquharson won this case against the Earl of Aboyne, but lost his appeal to the Lords over hunting 

in the Forest. These were just two of the many legal battles between these lairds, the details of which run to 

hundreds of pages. Each owned extensive tracts of land in mid Deeside and they contested the boundaries and 

rights of their respective territories across several parishes. For each of them, legal costs were a major factor in 

the dire financial circumstances both had fallen into by 1840. That was the year the Earl sold Balfour to the 

Cochrans, thus increasing the number of heritors in the parish with rights in the Forest to five. One aspect of all 

the legal battles about the Forest had been that they all confirmed the 1755 decisions about the shared rights of 

servitude there. The emergence of sport had been the only confusion and Balfour did not receive sporting rights 

in the Forest from the Earl, which continued to be shared between just Aboyne and Ballogie. In 1854 and '55, 

however, a year after the succession of the 6th Earl of Aboyne and two years after the Nicols acquired Ballogie, 

the sporting position was again legally contested. ~his time it was between these two parties themselves. In 

1858 they agreed to accept exclusive portions of the Forest for their respective hunting areas, setting 1860 as a 

date for final arbitration if there were further problems.  

 

The problem of sharing sporting rights over the same area was also occurring at the other end of the parish at 

this time over the Commonty of Lendrum. Ballogie and Finzean vied with each other to be on the ground first 

and secure their bag of grouse. MacDonald, the Finzean keeper, would start at this as early as two in the 

morning. This genuine commonty was however legally divided between Finzean and Ballogie in 1868, after an 

initial summons by Finzean in 1866. During the same period the Nicols also tidied up various rights of 

servitude held by the Earl of Aboyne over their estate of Midstrath. They had bought this estate in 1862 and in 

1864 the Earl resigned his rights in exchange for 55 acres of Mid- strath muirground, north of the Cattie and 

lying adjacent to the Earl's lands of Glencatt.  

 

Meantime, the 1858 agreement between the Nicols and the Earls of Aboyne over sport in the Forest was 

obeyed by both parties and was extended beyond 1860 through the 1870s and 1880s with periodic renewals. 

However, the agreement broke down in the 1890s. By this time the value of sporting rights had increased 

greatly. For example, the shooting lease on Finzean Estate increased over ten times between the 1850s and the 

end of the century from £100 to £1000 and sometimes more. In 1895 and '96, the Nicols and Earls of Aboyne 

went through more judicial proceedings, but in the end decided to settle it by mutual consent rather than legal 

arbitration. In 1897, they signed an agreement assigning exclusive rights to the Nicols and their successors over 

the south and east portion of the Forest. The boundary was marked by 17 dressed and numbered stones, which 
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are still there today, running from Glencatt farm over the road to the Forest, around the south edge of the 

settled land of the Castle area and up the burn of Allanstank to the top of Gannich. Part of Glencatt was 

included in this because Ballogie still had rights over it dating from 1636, ~when it had become split off from 

the Forest; Glencatt going to Wm. Mortimer and the Forest to Sir Wm. Douglas. Glen Aven had been separated 

off at the same time, being disposed to John Ross, the Minister of Birse, who owned Easter Clune, and Ballogie 

Estate still has rights over an area at the head of the Aven where Finzean owns the solum.  

 

In 1897, the same year as the sporting agreement, the ownership of the solum of the Forest of Birse was sold by 

the Earl of Aboyne to Robert Heaven. In 1911 it was again sold and bought by The Cowdray family, who still 

own it. Then in 1937, Finzean sold Ballogie the farm of Achabrack in the Forest. However, none of these 

changes affected the legal rights of the heritors of Birse in the Forest of Birse, which remain the same today as 

they were defined in 1755 and the subsequent nineteenth century court cases. The most important change to 

affect the position of the Commonty during the twentieth century, has been the marked overall increase in 

heritors in the parish for the first time since the Cochrans bought Balfour in the 1840s. However, at the same 

time there has been a pronounced decline in the overall use of the Commonty and in the local understanding of 

its significance.  

 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, the tenants of Birse had continued to make extensive use of the 

Forest Commonty for grazing, peat and sundry other uses ranging from cowberry picking to Alex Brown's 

development of the 'mill pond' opposite the Finlets. It was recalled by the older families associated with the 

Forest, like the Browns, Duncans and Glasses, that the Forest keeper used to come down once a year to the 

Finlets to fire a symbolic shot as part of the traditions of the Commonty. This continued into the beginning of 

this century, as did the practise amongst some of the older tenants of referring to the area as 'no-man's land', not 

knowing the more formal term of 'commonty'. The use of the Forest has also at all times been regulated by the 

basic rule that the resources were for one's own needs and could not be sold for profit. Thus a heritor or tenant 

could graze sheep there but not hire out the grazing. Similarly, this legally defined rule was to be enforced by 

any of the other heritors, who came across its infringement and the abuse of the Commonty, suing the offending 

party.  

 

During this century, while the two sporting estates have continued to exercise their rights, the other uses of the 

Forest by the tenants of Birse have fallen away. This has been due to both a decline in their own numbers and 

changes in land use practises. Several uses of the Forest came to an end meantime after World War II, like peat 

cutting and taking timber for one's own needs. Taking 'tree about' for their own use was still practised by the 

tenants of Achabrack and the Castle area after the war, amongst the self-sown trees just north of the Forest Kirk. 

However, the Cowdrays applied pressure to these tenants to stop, including the tenants of Achabrack, whose 

own landlord did not protect them. Similarly, the Cowdrays made a contentious encroachment on the 

Commonty in the mid 1970s, when they felled the stand of self sown trees that ran up the east side of the Finlets. 

It thus appears to be a continuing tradition of the Forest of Birse Commonty, since the days of Gordon of Cluny, 

that the wealthiest landowner in the parish has held the solum and has been the one to encroach on the rights of 

others in the Commonty. As in previous centuries, the smaller heritors never want the financial risk of 

challenging the largest and wealthiest heritor in the courts to clarify the position.  

 

None of the main estates in Birse have a clear understanding of the Forest of Birse, either its legal status or 

methods of operation. None of them has a full set of records covering past legal decisions, not even Finzean 

Estate, which has been with the Farquharsons since before the 1755 case. The relatively unusual nature of the 

Forest of Birse, the passing of generations, decline of use and changes of ownership have all contributed to this 

contemporary ignorance amongst the main heritors in Birse. The two estates sharing the sporting rights in the 

Forest have a mutual vested interest in maintaining the present status quo, despite some differences of opinion 

between them. However, the legal and financial prominence of 'sport' as a right of property in the Forest remains 

separate from the comprehensive rights of servitude that still exist over the 9,000 acres of the Forest of Birse.  

 

The Forest of Birse Commonty has, as a legacy of centuries of Crown and Church ownership, been permanently 

identified with the parish as a whole by the attachment of these rights of servitude to any heritable landed title in 
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the parish. These rights are an appendage to the privately held lands in Birse and need not be explicitly conveyed 

when land is transferred between landowners or new ones created. In recent years, the two oldest landowners or 

heritors in Birse, Finzean and Balfour, have shown a renewed interest in their rights in the Forest and over the 

same period some of the new, smaller heritors in the parish have started to exercise some of their rights of 

servitude over the Forest. The long and distinctive history of the Forest of Birse is far from finished and this 

extensive area may yet once again play a fuller part in the social and economic life of Birse parish.  

 


